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NEW QUESTION: 1
"When the workplace is permeated with discriminatory
intimidation, ridicule and insult that is sufficiently severe
or pervasive to alter the conditions of the victim's employment
and create an abusive working environment, Title VII is
violated." This is a statement made with regard to which of the
following sexual-harassment court cases?
A. Faragher v. City of Boca Raton
B. Burlington Industries v. Ellerth
C. Oncale v. Sundowner Offshore Services
D. Harris v. Forklift Systems, Inc.
Answer: D
Explanation:
Answer option A is correct.Harris v. Forklift Systems Inc. was
referenced in the case of same-sex harassment brought to the
Supreme Court in Oncale v. Sundowner (D). Oncale helped
determine that gender is of little consequence when harassment
meets the statutory requirements defined in Harris. Faragher v.

City of Boca Raton (B) and Burlington Industries v. Ellerth (C)
were also important cases aiding in interpreting the concept of
sexual harassment in the workplace. Chapter: Employee and Labor
Relations Objective: Review Questions

NEW QUESTION: 2
To enable router on a stick on a router subinterface, which two
steps must you perform ?
choose two
A. configure the subinterface with an ip address
B. configure a default to route traffic between subinterfaces
C. configure an ip route to the vlan destination network
D. configure encapsulation dot1q
E. configure full duplex and speed
Answer: A,D

NEW QUESTION: 3
What is the difference between Access Control Lists (ACLs) and
Capability Tables?
A. Capability tables are used for objects whereas access
control lists are used for users.
B. Access control lists are related/attached to an object
whereas capability tables are related/attached to a subject.
C. They are basically the same.
D. Access control lists are related/attached to a subject
whereas capability tables are related/attached to an object.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
A capability table stipulates the access rights that a
specified subject has in relation to detailed objects.
Access control lists defines subjects that are authorized to
access a specific object, and includes the level of
authorization that subjects are granted.
Therefore, the difference between the two is that the subject
is bound to the capability table, while the object is bound to
the ACL.
Incorrect Answers:
A: This is incorrect as access control lists are
related/attached to an object, and capability tables are
related/attached to a subject.
C: This is incorrect as access control lists are used for
objects, and capability tables are for subjects.
D: access control lists and capability tables are not basically
the same because one is bound to objects, and the other is
bound to subjects.
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